
 

R2.5m playground in your backyard - don't miss the
Hollard Jozi Urban Adventure Weekend

What makes the Hollard JUMA and Hollard JURA so unique? A great deal of organisation and infrastructure is involved in
creating the running and mountain biking routes you'll experience on 2 and 3 June 2018. R2.5m spent all so you can
experience a one-of-a-kind urban adventure in the heart of Johannesburg.

Crawl, slide and climb into the colourful scenery of
Johannesburg at the Hollard JURA
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Go back to your #JoziRoutes and experience a new side of
the city. Photo Cred Juan Gerber
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Where it all goes...

To turn Johannesburg into the ultimate rider and runners playground is not easy. As you sit reading this, the Hollard JUMA
and Hollard JURA team is hard at work. Building 12 scaffold builds (that’s over 77 tons of scaffolding) that go over and
under Jozi’s main roads, lighting up 700m of secret underground tunnels, constructing more than 20 obstacles (including a
custom-built floating bridge over Emmarentia), installing 114 ramps in and out of stormwater drains, erecting two massive
scaffolding bridges, blowing up 20 giant inflatable obstacles, opening up over nine different fences across Johannesburg,
clearing up 50 bags worth of litter and so much more...

Russell Willis, event organiser, BAM Event & Experience Creators comments, “Annually we spend millions developing and
maintaining the routes, and this is what makes it so unique. The areas throughout Johannesburg we take runners and
riders in and out of are completely different to what you've done before. We want every runner and rider to have an
experience they’ll never forget.”
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The beauty of Johannesburgs underbelly
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Experience it for yourself

On 2 and 3 June 2018, the Hollard Urban Adventure Village is the place to be. Your favourite radio personalities from the
one and only Hot 91.9 will be down to keep the party rocking with the best ‘Old Skool’ and R&B hits. The Village will also be
home to awesome craft food trucks and some thirst-quenching craft beer stalls. And with play areas, jumping castles and
kids races for the young ones as well, there will be something for everyone at the Hollard Urban Adventure Weekend.

The Hollard JURA takes place on Saturday, 2 June, a mind-blowing combination of Johannesburg’s parks, urban elements,
and inflatable obstacles creates two stunning 6km and 12km routes. Entries for the Hollard JURA are R297 for the 6km trail
and R359 for the 12km. The Hollard JUMA takes place on Sunday, 3 June, ride km’s of the Spruits best greenery,
stormwater drains, 700m tunnel, the Melville Koppie ridge and much more! Entries for the Hollard JUMA are R360 for the
22km route, R488 for the 54km, R593 for the 72KM Punisher as well as a 1/2km course made especially for kids at R100.
Teams of four or more will also qualify for a 20% discount.

Enter today. Visit www.joziadventure.co.za for more information. Entries are open and will be available up until 8am on the
day.
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